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Large transformer models have recently achieved great success across various domains. With a growing
number of model parameters, a large transformer model training today typically involves model sharding,
data parallelism, and model parallelism. Thus, the throughput of large-scale model training depends heavily
on the network bandwidth since a combination of model sharding and multiple parallelism strategies incurs
various costs. However, prior characterizations of transformer models on high-bandwidth DGX machines that
use TFLOPS as a metric may not reflect the performance of a system with lower bandwidth. Furthermore,
data and model parallelism reveal significantly distinct training profiles on different system bandwidths at
scale and, thus, need a thorough study.

In this paper, we provide a bottom-up breakdown of training throughput into compute and communication
time, and quantitatively analyze their respective influences on overall end-to-end training scaling. Our
evaluation involves an in-depth exploration of data parallelism, scaling up to 512 GPUs with limited bandwidth,
and examines three model sharding strategies among six model sizes. We also evaluate three combinations of
model parallelism on both high and low bandwidth supercomputing systems. Overall, our work provides a
broader perspective on large-scale transformer model training, and our analysis and evaluation yield practical
insights for predicting training scaling, shaping the future development of supercomputing system design.
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Fig. 2. Time distribution of compute and com-
munication per training iteration for increasing
transformer model sizes. 2
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1 INTRODUCTION
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Fig. 1. The evolution of transformer model parameters and
estimated per-GPU communication volume during training
where names and cross marks present the state-of-the-art
models at that time. 1

With the emergence of ChatGPT [28] and
the subsequent advancements of Copi-
lots [13] and GPT4 [29], large transformer
models have become the vanguard of the
current AI revolution and catalyze the
surge of generative AI exemplified by Sta-
ble Diffusion [38] and DALL-E [35]. Mean-
while, their capabilities are evolving be-
yond content generation, leading to mul-
tifaceted scientific breakthroughs, such as
the protein structure prediction demon-
strated in AlphaFold [19] and whole
genome analyses during the COVID-19
pandemic showcased by GenSLM [52].
This widespread adoption of transformer
models brings profound social and eco-
nomic impacts. For example, a recent OpenAI study [12] reveals that about 80% of the U.S. workforce
could undergo changes in at least 10% of their daily tasks due to the growing prevalence and inte-
gration of large language models (LLMs) in various sectors and industries. This insight emphasizes
the increasing importance and transformative potential of introducing large transformer models.
Consequently, given the emergent capabilities in transformer models [1, 45], the transformer model
parameters are doubling every 4 months, as depicted in Fig. 1.

1The figure is adapted from the data in [14, 16]. The communication volume is estimated to be three times themodel parameter
size, assuming ZeRO-3 data parallel training with a half-precision model weight. In practice, the actual communication
volume typically is higher than our estimation due to the additional memory consumption in model parallelism.
2The figure exhibits evaluations of GPT models on Polaris with 16 GPUs.
3The figure presents evaluations of an 18.4B GPT model on 64 GPUs. The per-GPU FLOPS can be higher if the batch size is
larger, but we use batch size one on both systems for illustration purposes.
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Moreover, due to the growing number of parameters in state-of-the-art transformer models
and the limited memory capacity per GPU, various parallelism and sharding strategies must be
considered during the training process. For example, training a half-precision transformer model
with the Adam optimizer [22] typically requires a memory capacity as much as 12 times the size
of the model parameters. With appropriate data and model parallelism, we can both scale up the
training of large transformer models and reduce memory usage per GPU. However, the substantial
increase in model size amplifies the communication volume during end-to-end training. As shown
in Fig. 2, the growth in transformer model size leads to a proportionally higher communication
time during each training iteration. The need to communicate model weights and activations
across the entire system during data and model parallelism training significantly stresses the
system network bandwidth, and a system with a lower interconnection bandwidth may reshape the
large transformer training landscape at scale. Additionally, different sharding strategies, including
data and model parallelism, incur various communication volumes, leading to various training
throughput. Data parallelism is the most commonly employed in training, and specifically, in
the large transformer training context, data parallelism is typically combined with three kinds of
model sharding levels. Overall, the increasing number of model parameters significantly impacts the
overall system throughput, as the rise in communication volumes affects the end-to-end transformer
model training throughput at-scale.

However, more than 40% of TOP500 supercomputers [26] are only equipped with an interconnect
link speed of 100 Gb/s-equivalent or less4, in contrast to an NVIDIA DGX machine that comes
with eight Infiniband HDR (200 Gb/s) per node or higher in a newer generation. Therefore, recent
studies [27, 34] on those high bandwidth servers does not fully capture the large transformer
model training landscape in terms of training throughput and scalability. For instance, Fig. 3 shows
that, only the TFLOPS metric, which is widely adopted and reported in many DGX system results,
cannot fully reflect the overall training throughput. In contrast, a compute and communication
breakdown provides a clear causality of the execution profile and thus gives reasoning for training
the model at-scale. Moreover, since data-parallelism is the most common and applicable to every
large-scale transformer model training, we mainly focus on characterizing the data-parallel large
transformer model comprehensively, and our characterization complements prior works’ study
on sophisticated model parallelism and auto-parallelization strategies, as well as compute and
memory optimizations. We study how the underlying system leads to compute and communication
breakdown during model training, thereby contributing to the end-to-end training throughput.
Motivated by the observations above, in this paper, we characterize large transformer model

training at scale using the state-of-the-art Megatron-DeepSpeed [3] training framework. Specifically,
we compare how data parallelism scales acrossmultiple nodes on three supercomputing systems, and
provide amulti-node scalability estimation based on 8-GPU profiling andmulti-node communication
efficiency. In addition, we analyze three dimensions of model and data parallelism combinations
under a limited network bandwidth. Thus, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
• We empirically evaluate end-to-end transformer training on both high-bandwidth (DGX) and
low-bandwidth systems with various compute capabilities up to 512 GPUs, six model sizes up to
18.4B, 3 data parallel sharding strategies (ZeRO stages), 3 combinations of model parallelism, and
2 model architectures (GPT and BERT) that involve 4 kinds of collective communication calls,
and provide three emulated limited network bandwidth cases in model parallel scaling.

• We provide a quantitative bottom-up analysis of compute and communication time estimation,
as well as the scaling effects across varying numbers of nodes and sharding strategies. Our
performance modeling is applicable to different model sizes and system architectures. The

4As of June 2023, mainly composed of 100GbE, SlingShot-11, Omni-Path, Infiniband EDR and their prior generations.
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collected results indicate that our speedup prediction yields a mean squared error of less than
2.0%, compared to our evaluation results.

• Our evaluation results for data parallelism training indicate that a lower bandwidth system
may result in a 7.35 times increase in communication time, consequently reducing the overall
training throughput by 59.25%. This impact becomes much more significant in ZeRO-2, where
lower network efficiency leads to even worse scaling on the lower bandwidth system with more
GPUs. This observation was not emphasized in previous works since DGX machines with higher
bandwidth exhibit near-linear speedups, as opposed to our lower bandwidth scaling.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The following section introduces the

transformer model, as well as data and model parallel training. Section 3 establishes the baselines
for evaluation, and presents our scalability analysis. Following that, a bottom-up characterization
from both compute and communication perspectives is conducted in Section 4, and specifically, a
summary of our insights is given in Section 4.5. Finally, the related works are discussed in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce the transformer model architecture in Section 2.1. We then present
large transformer model sharding strategies and their associated communication volume during
training in Section 2.2. Further, Section 2.3 delves into data andmodel parallelism. Finally, Section 2.4
gives an overview of collective communication calls.

2.1 Transformer Model

Input
A

ctivations

x

Attention
x     heads

Add &
Norm MLP Add &

Norm

A
ctivations

layers

Fig. 4. Components of a transformer layer.

Model Estimation

Parameters P 12𝑑2𝑙
FLOPs 𝑏 (72𝑠𝑑2 + 12𝑠2𝑑)𝑙

Activation (bytes) 𝑏 (34𝑠𝑑 + 5𝑎𝑠2)𝑙

Table 1. Estimation of parameters,
FLOPs, and activation memory of a
transformer model.

A transformer model [42] consists of multiple transformer layers and each transformer layer,
depicted in Fig. 4, comprises multi-head attention, MLP (multi-layer perception, pointwise feed-
forward network), normalization, and residual connections between them. To describe a transformer
model, we use the following six notations in the rest of this paper:

• model parameters: P
• the number of transformer layers: 𝑙
• the number of attention heads: 𝑎

• batch size: 𝑏
• input sequence length: 𝑠
• hidden dimension: 𝑑

The activations refer to intermediate tensors during forward propagation that will be used for
gradient calculations during the backward pass. For instance, the output tensor from multi-head
attention, a temporary value during forward pass, is also counted as an activation since it will
be used to compute gradient during backward propagation. Additionally, we refer to the size
of activation as activation memory in the rest of the paper. For an input batch size 𝑏, the input
activation of each transformer layer is a tensor of dimension [𝑏, 𝑠, 𝑑]. Additionally, Table 1 shows
that we can estimate the model parameters, FLOPs (floating-point operations), and activation size
accordingly [23].
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Further, GPT [1] and BERT [21] are two representative transformer model architectures built
upon transformer layers. Both models first encode the input sequence by word embedding and
positional encoding. Then, the encoded sequence propagates through multiple transformer layers.
The difference between the two models is that the GPT employs masked attention that restricts
visibility only to partial input, as opposed to BERT, which can capture the entire sequence in each
layer. The output of the transformer layer can be used for probability prediction or completing the
missing tokens in the input sequence.

2.2 Transformer Model Sharding: ZeRO

Sharded
components

Communication
volume (bytes)

ZeRO-1 optimizer state 4P
ZeRO-2 + gradient 4P
ZeRO-3 + model weight 6P

Table 2. Sharded model components and commu-
nication volume per GPU for each ZeRO stage.

During transformer model training, a P-parameter
model needs to consume 16P bytes of memorywhen
using the Adam optimizer [22]. Thus, the ZeRO
(Zero Redundancy Optimizer) [33] technique has
been proposed to address the challenge of accommo-
dating an increasing number of model parameters
into limited GPU memory by sharding model com-
ponents across multiple GPUs. ZeRO offers three
stages, namely, ZeRO-1, ZeRO-2, and ZeRO-3, each
involving a different level of model sharding. As
the sharding level increases, more parameters are
sharded, which leads to higher communication costs but reduces per GPU memory consumption.
Table 2 lists the model components sharded across multiple GPUs and the associated per GPU
communication volume of each ZeRO stage.
Fig. 5 illustrates the training process during each iteration for the three ZeRO stages. In ZeRO-

1, each process performs forward and backward passes in parallel. Once the local gradients are
computed and available, all processes engage in the AllReduce operation to calculate global gradients.
Subsequently, the optimizer updates the weights locally using the global gradients. Each process
then participates in the AllGather operation to collect the updated model weights from all GPUs.
Since both the gradients and the weights consume each 2P bytes, the total communication volume
amounts to 4P bytes, as indicated in Table 2. Moreover, in practice, the backward and optimize
phases are often combined as a pipeline since a process can start collective communication calls once
partial gradients are available. Thus, the figure only depicts the equivalent sequential functionality.
Similarly, the overall training process in ZeRO-2 is similar to ZeRO-1, with one key difference:

the gradients are sharded, and thus, the global gradient only needs to be computed by ReduceScatter.
In practice, the ReduceScatter operation may be implemented using multiple Reduce operations to
effectively hide latency as shown in the figure. On the other hand, in ZeRO-3, besides optimizer
states and model gradients, the model weights are also sharded across multiple GPUs. Consequently,
during both forward and backward propagation, the model weights must be gathered via AllGather,
incurring an additional communication cost of 4P bytes. Then, the global gradient is computed by
ReduceScatter, similar to ZeRO-2. Hence, the communication volume per GPU is 6P bytes, and the
total communication volume across the 𝑔-GPU system becomes 6𝑔P bytes.

2.3 Data and Model Parallelism in Transformer Model
Data parallelism (DP) and model parallelism (MP) are typically employed in the transformer model
training. Moreover, Megatron-DeepSpeed [3] is the state-of-the-art framework offering both data
and model parallelism implementations integrated with ZeRO techniques for large transformer
model training. Unlike data parallelism discussed in the prior section, which partitions the input
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Fig. 5. Compute and collective communication calls with their associated communication volume (in bytes)
per training iteration for each ZeRO stage, assuming a transformer model of parameter size P. Specifically,
collective communication calls include (1) AllReduce operation sums the local data from each GPU and
distributes the summed result back to all GPUs. (2) AllGather operation combines local data from all GPUs
to each GPU. (3) Reduce operation sums the local data from all GPUs but only places the summed result
in a specific GPU. (4) ReduceScatter operation is equivalent to performing Reduce but scattering different
portions of the reduced data to each GPU.

Multi-Head
Attention MLP
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Fig. 6. (pipeline parallelism, tensor parallelism) = (2, 2).

data, model parallelism instead partitions the model activations and comprises pipeline parallelism
(PP) and tensor parallelism (TP) [39].

Fig. 6 illustrates two transformer layers with two pipeline parallelism stages and two tensor
parallelism partitions, with the blue arrows indicating that the activations are sharded or combined
across GPUs. Typically, tensor parallelism is performed within a node (intra-node), whereas pipeline
parallelism is distributed across nodes (inter-node). With a training scheme that considers these
three types of parallelism, the global batch size (GBS) can be computed as follows:

#DP × #TP × #PP ×MBS = GBS, (1)

where MBS denotes micro batch size on each GPU.
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2.4 Collective Communication

Operation Communication
volume (bytes)

AllReduce 4(1 − 1
𝑝
)P

AllGather 2(1 − 1
𝑝
)P

ReduceScatter 2(1 − 1
𝑝
)P

Reduce 2(1 − 1
𝑝
)P

Table 3. Estimated per GPU commu-
nication volume for various collective
communication calls for a model size
of 2P bytes on 𝑝 GPUs.

Different collective communications on the same size of data
may incur a different amount of data transferred in the net-
work. Table 3 shows the estimated per GPU communication
volume incurred in the network when performing a collective
communication of a model size of 2P bytes on 𝑝 GPUs [4, 47].
For instance, AllReduce needs to perform 2(𝑝 − 1) data trans-
fers among 𝑝 GPUs, resulting in a communication volume
of 2(𝑝−1)

𝑝
2P = 4(1 − 1

𝑝
)P at best. However, because various

collective algorithms exist, such as ring-based and tree-based
implementations, the latencies may vary, and the actual com-
munication volumes may be higher than the estimations. Fur-
thermore, since we focus on large-scale systems, which typ-
ically involve more than 32 GPUs (𝑝 ≥ 32), the term (1 − 1/𝑝)
only affects the estimation by less than 3.1%. Hence, it can be
ignored in most of the following discussions.
Regarding the comparisons between collective operations, AllReduce requires double the vol-

ume compared to AllGather and ReduceScatter. This is because the AllReduce operation can be
decomposed into an AllGather and a ReduceScatter operation. Although, in practice, AllReduce is
faster than ReduceScatter+AllGather due to further optimizations in the implementation, the latter
scheme is still used because it can better integrate with the training pipeline of transformer models
and improve the overall training throughput.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first outline our approach to profiling via instrumentation, detailed in Section 3.1.
Next, we introduce the multi-node scalability analysis based on our profiling results in Section 3.2.
Finally, we establish the evaluation baselines in Section 3.3.

3.1 Instrumentation
To gain a deeper insight into the compute and communication patterns exhibited by large-scale
transformer model training, we integrate additional NVTX [8] instrumentation provided by Py-
Torch [30] into the Megatron-Deepspeed [3] framework. The instrumentation provides a granular
view of compute and communication behavior of kernels for each training stage, namely, the
forward, backward, and optimization stages. We first train the model for several iterations and
then retrieve the runtime information from the profiling database generated by NVIDIA Nsight [6],
including CUDA kernels, events, and OS runtime. Based on the NVTX instrumentation information,
we can associate each CUDA kernel or function call to its corresponding training phases.

Further, since a compute kernel might run concurrently with another communication kernel, we
illustrate this scenario with a sample profiling trace in Fig. 7a. The top of the figure presents the trace
for a single GPU consisting of two NCCL AllReduce operations along with four compute kernels.
Given that the compute and communication kernels might overlap with each other, we adopt the
convention in PyTorch profiler [25], to first represent the communication kernel in the execution
time distribution, followed by the compute kernel, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 7a. As a result,
the actual compute duration might be longer than the time shown in the distribution. Nonetheless,
it also indicates no communication kernels will occur during the compute time. Specifically, the
compute time includes both GPUs and CPUs, such as PyTorch operators’ dispatch time. In this
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kernel

NCCL AllReduce

time

NCCL AllReduce

kernelkernel kernel

Execution time
distribution

Profile trace

Compute AllReduce

(a) Converting a profile trace with overlapping compute and communication
kernels into the execution time distribution.

PyTorch Operator

kernel

PyTorch Operator

kernel

CPU:

GPU: kernel

Intra-op dispatch time Inter-op dispatch time

time

(b) Dissect compute time into kernel execution, intra-op, and inter-op dis-
patch time.

Fig. 7. Top-down interpretation of the profile traces collected by our instrumentation.

example, the time between two NCCL AllReduce operations is marked as “compute" since the gap
typically means the CPU is launching the GPU kernel.

In addition to communication kernels, we also factor in the “overhead" associated with the GPU
compute that contributes to the overall training throughput. This is especially pertinent when
dealing with smaller model sizes, where these overheads are non-negligible. Quantitatively, we
classify the compute time into intra-operator (intra-op) and inter-operator (inter-op) dispatch time,
and kernel execution time. For instance, Fig. 7b illustrates a typical execution timeline consisting
of two PyTorch operators. During the transformer model training, the main program in the CPU
initiates a sequence of PyTorch operators, such as matrix multiplications and multi-head attentions,
and each operator may subsequently launch zero to a few GPU kernels. Effectively, the actual
compute time is the sum of all GPU kernels, but there might be overhead interleaved among
the GPU kernel and PyTorch operator launches. Thus, we define intra-op dispatch time as the
time within each PyTorch operator, excluding the GPU kernel execution time; similarly, we define
inter-op dispatch time as the time between two consecutive PyTorch operators. A more in-depth
analysis of compute dispatch time is given in Section 4.1.

3.2 Scalability Analysis
In general, data parallelism is more scalable than model parallelism, especially in the scale of
hundreds to thousands of GPUs. This is due to the fact that, in data parallelism, only model weights
and gradients are communicated, whereas model parallelism transmits the activation memory. As
detailed earlier in Section 2.1, the activation memory usually surpasses the size of model weights,
and, more importantly, the activation memory increases in proportion to the input batch size. Hence,
our subsequent analysis will focus on examining the scalability of data parallelism for a given
model size. To project the multi-node training throughput, we incorporate the profiling results
from both the single-node training and multi-node network efficiency. As discussed in the previous
section, the duration of each training iteration is the sum of the compute and communication times.
For instance, the following formulation shows the per batch training speedup when increasing the
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GPU count from 8 to 16:

speedup8→16 =
𝑡
(8)
iter.

𝑡
(16)
iter.

=
𝑡
(8)
compute + 𝑡

(8)
comm.

𝑡
(16)
compute + 𝑡

(16)
comm.

. (2)

where 𝑡 (8)iter. represents the per-iteration training latency on 8 GPUs, and 𝑡 (8)compute and 𝑡
(8)
comm. denote,

respectively, the per-GPU compute and communication times with 8 GPUs. Similar notation applies
to the 16-GPU setup as well. In general, we introduce the multi-node network efficiency when
scaling from baseline 𝑔 GPUs to 𝑛 GPUs, as:

eff𝑔→𝑛 =
𝑡
(𝑔)
comm.

𝑡
(𝑛)
comm.

. (3)

Thus, the following formula estimates the "end-to-end" speedup from baseline 𝑔 GPUs to 𝑛 GPUs:

speedup𝑔→𝑛 =
𝑡
(𝑔)
iter.

𝑡
(𝑛)
iter.

=
𝑡
(𝑔)
compute + 𝑡

(𝑔)
comm.

𝑡
(𝑛)
compute + 𝑡

(𝑛)
comm.

=
𝑟
(𝑔)
compute + 𝑟

(𝑔)
comm.

𝑟
(𝑔)
compute + 𝑟

(𝑔)
comm./eff𝑔→𝑛

. (4)

where 𝑟 (𝑛)compute = 𝑡
(𝑛)
compute/𝑡

(𝑛)
iter and 𝑟

(𝑛)
comm. = 𝑡

(𝑛)
comm./𝑡 (𝑛)iter . It is to be noticed that obtaining the compute

and communication time distribution per iteration on the baseline system, namely, 𝑟 (𝑔)compute and
𝑟
(𝑔)
comm., and the network efficiency is sufficient to estimate the overall speedup. For instance, from the
8-GPU profiling with instrumentation, we can determine (𝑟 (8)compute, 𝑟

(8)
comm.), and, based onmulti-node

efficiency analysis, we can obtain eff8→16. A detailed efficiency evaluation is given in Section 4.2.

3.3 Experimental Methodology
In this section, we introduce the hardware, software, model, and evaluation setups to establish the
evaluation baselines.

Hardware Platform: We evaluate three GPU supercomputing systems, each with varied com-
pute and networking setups, as detailed in Table 4. Specifically, TG40 and TG80 are NVIDIA
DGX-based high bandwidth systems, and these three systems provide 160 GB, 320 GB, and 640
GB GPU memory per node accordingly. The number of nodes used for scaling evaluation (#Nodes
scaled) is chosen by considering scheduling availability, constraints, and out-of-order nodes. More-
over, compared to Polaris, both TG40 and TG80 have double the number of GPUs per node and
exhibit a higher overall system bandwidth due to a newer generation of compute NICs and an
increased number of NICs per node. To elaborate, NVIDIA Mellanox ConnectX-5 and ConnectX-6
deliver networking bandwidths of 100 Gb/s and 200 Gb/s, respectively.
To figure out the “achievable" bandwidth in the GPU systems, we first perform bandwidth

evaluations using bandwidthTest and p2pBandwidthLatencyTest from cuda-samples [9] on all
GPU systems. Table 4 shows the average memory copy bandwidth for transferring 1GB of data6
between the host and GPU memory and the average bidirectional peer-to-peer (P2P) bandwidth
for communication between two distinct GPUs within a node. Specifically, the host memory used
in memory copy could either be pinned or pageable. The table reveals that while the pinned
memory copy reflects that the achievable PCIe bandwidth is around 25 GB/s, as opposed to the
32 GB/s link speed, the pageable memory copy represents the bandwidth for the most common
GPU memory operations. When comparing the P2P bandwidth, TG40 and TG80 have three times
5ThetaGPU consists of two kinds of system configurations; thus, we distinguish by the two abbreviations: TG40 and TG80.
6The choice of a 1GB data size is based on the largest common memory operations during training and thus may not be
able to fully utilize the entire link bandwidth due to the chosen data size.
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Polaris TG405 TG805

System HPE Apollo NVIDIA DGX NVIDIA DGX
Nodes 560 22 2
#Nodes (#GPU) scaled 128 (512) 8 (64) 2 (16)
CPU Model AMD 7543P AMD 7742 AMD 7742
CPU Socket(s) 1 2 2
GPU NVIDIA A100 NVIDIA A100 NVIDIA A100
per GPU Memory 40GB HBM2 40GB HBM2 80GB HBM2e
#GPU per node 4 8 8
GPU Memory B/W 1555 GB/s 1555 GB/s 2039 GB/s
#NVLink per GPU 12 (4 per peer) 12 (NVSwitch) 12 (NVSwitch)
Compute NIC ConnectX-5 ConnectX-6 ConnectX-6
#Interconnect per node 2 8 8

Total NIC B/W per node 200 Gbps
(25 GB/s)

1.6 Tbps
(200 GB/s)

1.6 Tbps
(200 GB/s)

pinned memory copy B/W 24.6 GB/s 26.1 GB/s 26.2 GB/s
pageable memory copy B/W 19.2 GB/s 12.2 GB/s 12.4 GB/s
P2P B/W 80.5 GB/s 277.6 GB/s 278.8 GB/s

Table 4. The GPU supercomputing systems evaluated in this study.

higher bandwidth than Polaris since both TG40 and TG80 have 12 NVLinks (300 GB/s link speed)
per GPU, whereas Polaris only has 4 NVLinks (100 GB/s link speed) per peer. These benchmark
results serve as the foundational insights for our subsequent evaluations.
Software Setup: We evaluate transformer model training on a state-of-the-art framework –

Megatron-DeepSpeed [3]. For all our evaluations, we use the fp16 precision training, PyTorch
implementation for data-parallelism, FlashAttention [11], and uniform activation recomputation. In
addition, each process handles one GPU with micro-batch size one, meaning that the global batch
size is the same as the total GPU count. On the other hand, Megatron-DeepSpeed incorporates NCCL
2.18 [5] for collective communication across the multi-node and multi-GPU environments. In addi-
tion to the process affinity mentioned earlier, we configure the NCCL_NET_GDR_LEVEL environment
variable to SYS to utilize a higher bandwidth in the system topology [5].
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Fig. 8. The NCCL AllReduce bandwidth benchmark
with the half-precision data type, where the number in
each legend means the number of nodes for that GPU
system.

To have a better understanding of the com-
munication performance, we evaluated AllRe-
duce with a half-precision data type, which is
the most common collective communication
primitive and data type during training, on
nccl-tests [4] shown in Fig. 8. Within one
node, the AllReduce bandwidth is around 200
GB/s on all three systems, which is bounded by
the link speed of NVLink (300 GB/s), or specifi-
cally, the P2P bandwidth (277.6 GB/s) shown in
Table 4. But, as the evaluation scales to 2 nodes,
only TG40 and TG80 remain at high bandwidth,
while, in contrast, the Polaris AllReduce band-
width drops to around 20 GB/s. Similarly, the 4-
node Polaris bandwidth is also around 20 GB/s,
indicating that the bandwidth is bounded by
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Model 125M 1.3B 2.7B 6.7B 13B 18.4B

Layers (𝑙 ) 12 24 32 32 40 40
Hidden dim. (𝑑) 768 2064 2560 4096 5120 6144
Attention heads (𝑎) 12 24 32 32 40 48
Sequence length (𝑠) 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024

Est. FLOPs (TFLOP) 0.6 8.2 16.5 41.2 79.9 114.4
Est. activation
memory (GB) 2.4 12.1 21.7 33.3 57.0 74.0

Table 5. Transformer model configurations.
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Fig. 9. Estimated memory usage for the model
weights and activation memory under different
batch sizes (𝑏).

the compute NICs link speed (25 GB/s). In contrast, TG40 and TG80 can still achieve around 180
GB/s interconnection bandwidth.
Model Setup: For the following evaluations, we will mainly focus on the GPT model, unless

otherwise specified. Due to the differences between causal trainings in BERT and GPTmodels, while
FlashAttention [11] claims that it can theoretically achieve a 2x speedup with causal training, the
end-to-end training time cannot attain this speedup since the FlashAttention kernel only contributes
to the computation. Furthermore, we did not observe significant differences in our profiling results.
We discuss the detailed similarities and differences in Sec 4.3. Table 5 lists six model configurations,
with model sizes ranging from 125M to 18.4B, which are chosen based on prior works [1] with some
adaption to align with the capabilities of Megatron-DeepSpeed framework. Further, the estimated
floating-point operations (FLOP) and activation memory are estimated according to Section 2.1,
assuming a micro-batch size of one. Fig. 9 illustrates the projected memory consumption based on
model size and activation memory with varying batch sizes. In general, we will use micro-batch
size one, and global batch size equals to the number of GPUs.

Evaluation Setup: The following execution times represent the average values over 100 training
iterations, and the standard deviation presents the evaluation variability. We denote OOM as out-
of-memory during training. The scalability plots are normalized against the first available result in
that group of experiments. For example, if a model encounters OOM on 8 GPUs but is able to train
on 16 GPUs, the scalability in that group of experiments is normalized against the 16 GPU result.

4 CHARACTERIZATION OF TRANSFORMER MODEL TRAINING
In this section, we evaluate and analyze compute in Section 4.1 and multi-GPU communication
efficiency in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 thoroughly evaluates data-parallel training and combines to
our prior analysis. Similarly, Section 4.4 evaluates model parallel training under three bandwidth-
limited cases. Finally, based on our characterization results, Section 4.5 summarizes our insights on
large transformer model training.

4.1 Computation
As discussed earlier in Section 3.1, we break down the compute time to further quantify the overhead
or, more precisely, the operator dispatch time. Fig. 10 shows the compute time distribution over
different model sizes on Polaris, where each compute time component corresponds to Fig. 7b.
Notably, for a smaller model size, the dispatch time dominates about 95% of the compute time.

As the model size increases, the proportion of compute kernel time also grows, and the intra-op
dispatch time spans from 78% down to 14%. Table 6 presents the time distribution of the most
time-consuming operators, which include GPU compute kernels and intra-op during the 18.4B
model training with ZeRO-3 enabled. This table indicates that the primary compute operators
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Fig. 10. Dissection of compute time per iteration.

Operator Time (%)

kernel

GEMM 59.5%
CatArrayBatchedCopy 26.5%
Elementwise kernel 9.6%
Multihead attention 2.7%

intra-op

_post_forward_module_hook 28.1%
PreBackwardFunction 26.8%
PostBackwardFunction 24.3%
reshape 6.4%
permute 4.1%

Table 6. Time distribution for individual com-
pute kernel and intra-op.

are GEMM (General Matrix Multiplication) and tensor concatenation, as the transformer model
employs linear layers and merges tensors from multiple GPUs. It also highlights that the intra-op
dispatch time involves model parameter sharding and data layout transformation, such as reshaping,
permuting, and transposing, while the inter-op dispatch time typically consists of pthread switching
or network polling. Based on the compute time profiling and the transformer model FLOPs listed
in Table 1, we can estimate the compute time for the transformer model by:

𝑡compute-transformer =
Model FLOPs

FLOPS
=
𝑏 (72𝑠𝑑2 + 12𝑠2𝑑)𝑙

FLOPS
, (5)

where FLOPS represents the GPU floating point operations per second. Overall, to account for
compute dispatch time, we factor in the kernel time distribution within compute time (𝑘1) and the
transformer kernel time distribution within the kernel time (𝑘2):

𝑡compute =
𝑡compute-transformer

𝑘1 × 𝑘2
. (6)

For instance, for the 18.4B model, 𝑘1 ≈ 83% from Fig. 10 and 𝑘2 ≈ 1 − 26.5% from Table 6. Although
dispatch time does consume a significant portion of the time, especially in smaller models, certain
dispatch times, such as synchronization, are inevitable. Therefore, we refer to it as "dispatch time"
rather than "overhead".

4.2 Communication
In this section, we delve into how the achievable hardware communication bandwidth, previously
discussed in Section 3.3, factors into the collective communications scaling from 8 to 512 GPUs.
When the model size grows, the corresponding communication volume increases, and thus, it
becomes crucial to understand the scalability of different communication operations across multiple
nodes. As discussed earlier, a model with P parameters trained using the ZeRO-1 sharding strategy
will result in 4P bytes of communication volume per GPU due to the AllReduce operation on the
gradients and the AllGather operation on the model weights. Similarly, when using ZeRO-2 and
ZeRO-3, the communication volume per GPU depends only on the model size, and is independent
of the number of nodes.

Fig. 11 shows the average efficiency of the representative collective communication calls for each
ZeRO stage on Polaris and TG40 across different number of GPUs, with the ideal efficiency being
100%. Due to the OOM issue, the figure only includes four model sizes, but the omitted results
of larger models still exhibit similar scaling behavior. In addition, the scaling experiments on the
TG40 system are limited to 64 GPUs, as discussed in Section 3.3.
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(a) AllReduce and AllGather operations in ZeRO-1.
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(b) Reduce operation in ZeRO-2.
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Fig. 11. Efficiency and log scale per GPU execution time of communication for a different number of GPUs,
model parameters, and each ZeRO stage on Polaris and TG40.

Fig. 11a presents the efficiency and execution time of AllReduce and AllGather operations in
ZeRO-1. The evaluation results align with the estimation derived from the prior discussion in
Sections 2.1 and 2.3. Specifically, the AllReduce time can be estimated as follows:

𝑡
(𝑝 )
AllReduce = 4P / (𝐵𝑊 (8)eff8→𝑝 ) ≈ 4 × 12𝑑2𝑙 / (𝐵𝑊 (8)eff8→𝑝 ), (7)

where 𝑡 (𝑝 )AllReduce represents the AllReduce communication time for a P-parameter fp16 model, 𝐵𝑊 (8)

denotes the achievable bandwidth on a system with 8-GPUs as discussed in Section 3.3, and eff8→𝑝

denotes the multi-GPU scaling efficiency from 8 to 𝑝 GPUs discussed in the prior section.
Similarly, we can deduce the estimated communication time for AllGather, which is half of the

AllReduce time. The results shown in the figure regarding the AllGather and AllReduce communi-
cation times align with our estimations. Additionally, for the same model size, the communication
time on TG40 is an order of magnitude lower than on Polaris since the network bandwidth is
8 times higher than that on Polaris, as shown in Table 4. It is to be noted however that, when
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Fig. 12. End-to-end per-iteration training time distribution and speedup for different number of GPUs, model
parameters using ZeRO-1 stage.

comparing the communication efficiency of both Polaris and TG40, they exhibit a similar trend,
and intuitively, as the number of GPUs increases, the efficiency drops to around 89.4% on average.

Fig. 11b shows the average Reduce time per ZeRO-2 training iteration. The AllGather operation is
omitted since it has the same behavior as in ZeRO-1. In ZeRO-2, ReduceScatter is performed during
the backward passes instead of AllReduce, and ReduceScatter is decomposed into multiple Reduce
operations as discussed previously in Section 2.2. Similar to ZeRO-1, the communication volume
of the Reduce operation is 2P bytes. However, in contrast to AllReduce, the Reduce operation
involves multiple GPU peer-to-peer operations [47]. Consequently, the communication time for
Reduce increases as the number of nodes increases, resulting in a drastic efficiency drop.
Moreover, though the communication time on TG40 is significantly lower than on Polaris,

both machines share a similar scaling trend in efficiency. Fig. 11c indicates that as the number
of nodes increases, the communication efficiency of AllGather drops to around 80% in ZeRO-3.
Furthermore, since the communication volumes of AllGather in both forward and backward passes
and ReduceScatter in backward passes are the same, both being 2P bytes, the communication time
is also similar.
It is worth noting that several factors can influence the observed throughput and efficiency.

For instance, our submitted job might be scheduled to scatter across multiple racks, and it might
collocate with other jobs in the same rack. Therefore, considering that the network infrastructure
is a shared resource among supercomputing systems, multiple Infiniband switching QoS may
generate overheads and lead to an efficiency drop. Furthermore, non-deterministic decisions in
communication, specifically the routing path between two GPUs, might lead to fluctuations in our
measurements. Overall, the inefficiency in communication will impede the end-to-end training,
and we will discuss this further in the next section.

4.3 Data Parallelism
In this section, we discuss how communication efficiency contributes to overall training throughput
during data parallelism training. Fig. 12 illustrates the scaling trends of the ZeRO-1 stage with
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Fig. 13. End-to-end per-iteration training time distribution and speedup for different number of GPUs, model
parameters using ZeRO-2 stage.
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Fig. 14. End-to-end per-iteration training time distribution and speedup for different number of GPUs, model
parameters using ZeRO-3 stage.

different numbers of GPUs and model parameters on Polaris and TG40 systems. As shown in
Fig. 12a, the distribution of compute and communication remains at a fixed ratio under the same
model size as the number of GPUs increases, since the per-GPU computations and communication
volume remain constant as we keep the micro-batch size equal to 1. Based on the communication
efficiency shown in Fig. 11a, the AllReduce and AllGather communications exhibit near-linear
scalability, with efficiency dropping slightly to 89% when scaling to 512 GPUs. As a result, taking
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125M 1.3B 2.7B

GPT C AR AG Total±Std TFLOPS C AR AG Total±Std TFLOPS C AR AG Total±Std TFLOPS

Polaris 49.0 22.0 11.1 82.1±5.6 11.0 118.0 168.9 124.2 411.1±8.0 15.5 246.7 503.0 256.0 1005.7±7.5 16.4
TG40 63.6 3.0 1.6 68.2±3.8 13.3 135.3 26.0 13.0 174.3±9.5 44.3 191.3 53.0 26.5 270.8±7.2 57.8
TG80 63.1 2.4 1.2 66.7±3.6 13.6 135.3 23.3 12.6 171.2±6.5 45.8 191.3 40.3 21.9 253.5±5.9 60.3

BERT C AR AG Total±Std TFLOPS C AR AG Total±Std TFLOPS C AR AG Total±Std TFLOPS

Polaris 56.3 21.1 8.9 86.4±4.4 10.1 118.0 165.5 93.5 377.0±8.8 14.1 246.7 493.1 248.1 988.0±7.8 18.9
TG40 63.6 2.4 1.2 67.2±2.9 13.0 135.3 26.0 13.0 174.3±8.7 37.9 211.3 39.9 21.6 272.8±5.9 61.3
TG80 63.1 2.4 1.2 66.7±3.9 12.7 135.3 22.9 12.4 170.6±5.5 39.2 199.5 39.8 21.5 260.9±6.3 64.4

Table 7. Breakdown of GPT and BERT model training times (ms) per iteration in the ZeRO-1 stage, along
with the corresponding achieved FLOPS per GPU, across various model parameters in Polaris, TG40, and
TG80. The abbreviations are as follows: C: Compute, AR: AllReduce, AG: AllGather.

into account the communication time distribution during the training iteration, ZeRO-1 can achieve
a near-ideal speedup in the evaluation. A similar observation can be made for TG40, as shown
in Fig. 12b, where ZeRO-1 also exhibits almost perfect linear scaling – in both computation and
communication – on TG40, resulting in an overall optimal speedup.
Regarding the scaling of model size, when the model size is relatively small (e.g., 125M), the

communication time accounts for approximately 41.4% of the training time on Polaris with lower
bandwidth; in contrast, it only takes 6.7% on TG40 in a high bandwidth environment. However, as
the model size increases, communication gradually dominates the overall time. For instance, as
illustrated in Fig. 12, when the model size becomes 6.7B, the communication time takes up to 85.4%
of the training time on Polaris and 69.0% on TG40, which indicates that a higher bandwidth brings
an advantage over a lower one, particularly when the model size is larger.

Further, the ZeRO-2 evaluation results are depicted in Fig. 13a. In contrast to ZeRO-1, the Reduce
communication does not scale well across multiple GPUs on Polaris, as discussed in Section 4.2.
Consequently, this increases the communication ratio by 5-10% in a training iteration, and reduces
the overall training scalability. In comparison, Fig. 13b exhibits overall better scaling on TG40,
despite the Reduce operation efficiency being the same. Moreover, the Reduce communication time
for TG40 is, on average, 7.16 times shorter than Polaris, due to an 8 times higher interconnection
link bandwidth. As a result, the communication contributes less to the overall training, and thus,
the TG40 iteration time is 62.29% faster than Polaris, on average.
Moreover, the ZeRO-3 evaluation results, depicted in Fig.14a, reveal that ReduceScatter and

AllGather also scale almost linearly, leading to a near-linear training scalability. In comparison,
Fig. 14b plots the evaluation results on TG40. The communication time distribution is significantly
reduced compared to Polaris. Overall, a high system bandwidth provides a tangible edge in com-
munication scaling. However, achieving near-linear speedup is still possible regardless of whether
the bandwidth is low or high.

Among all the ZeRO stages, as the model parameters increase, the communication volume also
increases, leading to a higher communication distribution during a training iteration. Consequently,
this reduces the non-overlapping computation time and makes the overall training throughput
further bottlenecked by the network bandwidth. Regarding the comparisons between different
ZeRO stages, if we increase the ZeRO stages while keeping the same number of GPUs and the
same model size, more data will be sharded across multiple GPUs. Therefore, with a higher ZeRO
stage, the system is able to accommodate a larger model, such as the 13B and 18.4B models, without
encountering any OOM issues.
On the other hand, Table 7 shows the breakdown of per-iteration training time on all three

systems, each equipped with 8 GPUs and utilizing ZeRO-1 optimization for the GPT and BERT
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Fig. 15. Estimated speedup compared to evaluated speedup.

models. In general, the GPT and BERT models yield similar training times since the only difference
between the two models is whether the multi-head attention is masked, as discussed in Section 2.1.
Under the same model size, the compute time is similar across all three systems since the compute
amount is the same. Furthermore, the AllReduce time is approximately twice that of the AllGather
time, as previously mentioned in Section 2.4. Moreover, TG40 and TG80 provide similar speedups
when compared to Polaris, due to the same high network bandwidth.

To assess the accuracy of our speedup analysis, we report the mean squared error (MSE) between
the evaluated speedup and our predictions based on Equation (4). The evaluations are presented in
Fig. 15. Our analysis, which takes into account both compute and communication, not only aligns
with the evaluations in the same order of magnitude but also achieves precise per-iteration time
estimation. It also indicates the effectiveness of our analytical model and our ability to accurately
estimate training throughput after system scaling for various model configurations. Based on our
evaluations, we emphasize the difference in communication time ratio between a lower bandwidth
system (Polaris) and a high-bandwidth DGX machine (TG40), which leads to a different training
landscape. The average time per training iteration on Polaris is 2.45 times longer than that on TG40,
as the average communication time on TG40 is 7.35 times faster than that on Polaris. The average
communication time distribution of a training iteration on TG40 is 26.70%, whereas it is 69.02% on
Polaris, indicating a 42.32% increase in the communication time distribution.

4.4 Model Parallelism
In this section, we discuss the synergy between model parallelism and data parallelism. Fig. 16
and Fig. 17 show the ZeRO-1 stage evaluation with different model parallelism configurations on
an 8-node Polaris system. The global and micro-batch sizes are fixed at 256 and 8, respectively.
Additionally, we disable one or two (all) InfiniBand NICs to investigate the impact of limited
bandwidth, resulting in three network bandwidth conditions: P2 with 25 GB/s, P1 with 12.5 GB/s,
and P0 with around 5 GB/s. In the case of all InfiniBand NICs being disabled (P0), the communication
will only utilize the plain TCP transport without any RDMA support.

Fig. 16 shows that, when we keep the degree of tensor parallelism as 1, as the degree of pipeline
parallelism increases, the degree of data parallelism decreases, and the total communication time
first reduces but then increases. This is because, the time taken by the AllGather operation used in
data parallelism reduces, and the SendRecv time increases due to the increase in pipeline stages.
Furthermore, if the degree of pipeline parallelism is 16, each node needs to process 2 pipeline stages
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since there are only 8 nodes in total. As a result, if the degree of pipeline parallelism is greater or
equal to the number of nodes (in this case, it is 8), data parallelism can be done within one node
and can thus take advantage of higher intra-node bandwidth, thereby significantly reducing the
AllGather time (by 6 times).
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Fig. 16. (#PP, #DP) on 8-node Polaris. In each
group, the training times per iteration are ordered
as P2, P1, and P0.

Similar observations can be made in bandwidth-
limited environments as well. As shown in Fig. 16,
the training time with the P0 setting drastically re-
duces when the degree of pipeline parallelism in-
creases from 4 to 8. The reason for this is that, an
inter-node AllGather needs to be performed when
the degree of data parallelism is 8, whereas it be-
comes intra-node communication with higher band-
width when the degree of data parallelism is 4. On
the contrary, if the degree of pipeline parallelism
exceeds the number of nodes, each node needs to
process more than one pipeline stage, resulting in
an increase of pipeline stages and bubbles that re-
duce training throughput. This highlights the significance of selecting an appropriate degree of
parallelism. For instance, an optimal pipeline parallelism plan with a degree of 4 in P1, which
corresponds to the bandwidth-limited case, yields approximately the same per-iteration training
time as the non-optimal pipeline parallelism of 8 in the full-bandwidth P0 case.
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Fig. 17. Model parallelism on 8-node Polaris under three network bandwidths with two (P2: 25 GB/s), one
(P1: 12.5 GB/s), or none (P0: 5 GB/s) Infiniband enabled. In each group, the training times per iteration are
ordered as P2, P1, and P0.

On the other hand, Fig. 17a shows that, as we increase the degree of tensor parallelism, the
communication time increases, especially from 4 to 8. Since the activation memory will first be
partitioned within a node in the tensor parallelism scheme, once the degree of tensor parallelism
exceeds the number of GPUs per node (e.g., 4), the communication time will increase rapidly, given
that the inter-node Infiniband bandwidth is much lower than the intra-node NVLink bandwidth.
Comparing the results with the full-bandwidth settings P2, this issue becomes much more severe
with the P0 and P1 settings. The communication time increases more drastically when the degree
of tensor parallelism exceeds 4.

Additionally, the results shown in Fig. 17b align with Fig. 17a and Fig. 16. It indicates that when
the degree of tensor and pipeline parallelism is set to 4 and 8, respectively, we can achieve the
best speedup. A better speedup can also be achieved when the degree of tensor parallelism is
smaller than the number of GPUs per node. In general, to achieve the best training throughput, we
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would recommend setting the degree of tensor parallelism to match the number of GPUs per node
and keeping the degree of pipeline parallelism smaller than the number of nodes, especially in a
bandwidth-limited environment.

4.5 Discussion
In this section, we discuss our overall insights based on prior analysis and evaluations.

4.5.1 The advantages of bottom-up breakdown and analysis. In large-scale training systems, it is
important to understand how the efficiency of each component changes as the system scales. This
allows us to identify potential bottlenecks and develop scaling and parallelization strategies to
achieve the best training throughput. The bottom-up time breakdown proposed in this work offers
several advantages – (1) it provides information on inter-op and intra-op dispatch times, which
are unavoidable and can consume up to 95% of the compute time in smaller model training. Prior
works, which do not emphasize these overheads and primarily focus on FLOPS calculation, would
likely fail to predict and match the scaling of smaller model training on large-scale systems; (2)
while the FLOPS metric can provide information on overall hardware utilization, it is insufficient
for analyzing the hybrid parallelism characteristics. It is challenging to understand the contribution
of each parallel strategy to training throughput using FLOPS as a metric. The bottom-up time
breakdown makes it clearer and easier to determine the impact of each parallelism strategy on each
component of training time; and (3) when upgrading existing systems or designing new hardware
for computation or communication, our bottom-up profiling offers a general method to analyze the
scaling effect and accurately predict training throughput. In summary, a bottom-up breakdown
and analysis could help users better understand the characteristics of their system and workload.

4.5.2 Network efficiency and overall throughput. In our evaluations, network efficiency would
significantly affect the scaling of the system as well as the final training throughput. On the other
hand, once we have information about network efficiency, we can estimate how well the scaling
could be. Therefore, for future scaling analyses on large-scale systems, it is recommended to
first obtain a breakdown of single-node communication and compute times, along with network
efficiency through benchmarking. With this information, we can estimate end-to-end training times
after system scaling. Moreover, this approach also applies to the scaling of transformermodels, as the
number of parameters, computation, and memory consumption have been thoroughly investigated.
In a bandwidth-limited environment, network efficiency remains a critical indicator for multi-node
scaling, and low-precision compression can help reduce the volume of communication. Furthermore,
we canmodel network bandwidth from the perspective of network efficiency in cases where network
is a shared resource among multiple tenants, such as in supercomputing systems or HPC in cloud
services, or in a network with different transport options, such as Infiniband or Gigabit Ethernet.
This suggests that network efficiency is a general and effective indicator that should always be
considered when scaling a system.

4.5.3 Data and model parallelism strategies. In large transformer model training, data parallelism
can achieve better scaling compared to tensor parallelism. This is because data parallelism reduces
the gradient of weights, while tensor parallelism reduces the gradient of activations, which are
typically much larger than the weights. To further reduce the communication volume, a lower
ZeRO stage with less data sharding is preferred if the model is able to fit into the GPU memory.

For model parallelism, we conclude that the degree of pipeline parallelism should be larger than
the number of nodes, while the degree of tensor parallelism should not exceed the number of GPUs
per node. To further improve GPU utilization, we can choose the maximum micro-batch size that
can fit into a single GPU memory, and the corresponding global batch size can be determined.
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Moreover, in a bandwidth-limited environment, the best parallelism strategy is that the degree of
pipeline parallelism equals to the number of nodes, and the degree of tensor parallelism equals
to the number of GPUs per node, as the inter-node bandwidth is much lower than the intra-node
bandwidth, and it will cause a dramatic increase in communication time.Wewould like to emphasize
that such insights can only be gained through our bottom-up breakdown analysis.
Specifically, in pipeline parallelism, the per iteration time consists of communication time and

pipeline bubbles. In particular, the communication time depends on the bandwidth, while the
pipeline bubbles typically do not, as each pipeline stage is usually assumed to complete simultane-
ously. As a result, under the same degree of pipeline parallelism, if we continue to increase the
inter-node bandwidth, the bubble time cannot be eliminated, even though the communication time
could be reduced. Consequently, the total time is dominated by the bubble time as the bandwidth
increases, and thus data parallelism becomes a better option – compared to pipeline parallelism –
for scaling. In general, we can determine this boundary by calculating the communication cost of
data parallelism compared to the overhead caused by the bubble in pipeline parallelism.

4.5.4 Guidelines for the future design and optimization of large-scale systems. Based on our analysis
and evaluations, we provide the following guidelines for the future design and optimization of large-
scale systems – (1) while hardware is continuously advancing to deliver increased computing power,
it is crucial for people to also focus on network bandwidth in the context of large-scale systems. In
the case of Large Language Models (LLMs) that heavily depend on parallelization across hundreds
or thousands of nodes, inter-node bandwidth becomes a decisive factor in network efficiency and
consequently has a significant impact on the final training throughput; (2) the interconnection link
speed can vary by up to eight times across high-performance computing systems that have a similar
order of FLOPS. To enhance the scalability of LLM training within existing systems, upgrading
the interconnection speed should be the primary consideration; and (3) there are multiple ways
to improve training throughput. Since the inter-op and intra-op dispatch times can introduce
overheads, one approach is to optimize computation by either reducing operator dispatch time or
dispatching PyTorch operators in parallel to conceal the dispatch time. Another strategy would be
optimizing communication using in-network computing, such as smart NICs or NVIDIA SHARP
switches [7]. Finally, achieving better overlap between computation and communication can also
enhance throughput.

5 RELATEDWORKS
In this section, we discuss related works in characterization and optimization of transformer model:

Characterizing Transformer Models. Several works proposed model parallelism optimization
and analysis. [39] proposed tensor parallelism in transformer training and studied weak scaling
within one node. In comparison, we study tensor parallelism across nodes, and based on our detailed
communication breakdowns, we analyze the synergy of data and tensor parallelism. Further, [27]
integrated pipeline parallelism to transformer model training and provided detailed analysis on
pipeline bubbles. They also provided an end-to-end training throughput estimation based on FLOPS.
However, their results were evaluated on high-bandwidth DGX servers, and thus, the estimation
may not serve as a practical metric for a lower-bandwidth system. For instance, our evaluation
showed that the communication time could be seven times longer, and the overall FLOPS could be
reduced by 80%, thus deviating from the estimation using FLOPS. In general, our model parallelism
characterization on high bandwidth settings aligns with their viewpoint, but we further break
down the reasoning into the contribution from data and model parallelism. On the other hand, [23]
focus on characterizing activation computation and still adopt FLOPS as a metric, and discussion
and evaluation are made on high-bandwidth DGX servers.
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Several works focus on communication optimization and analysis during transformer model
training. [34] analyzed theminimummemory or disk bandwidth requirements tomeet the arithmetic
intensity for a given transformer model. In general, our analysis can further integrate with theirs to
incorporate memory bandwidth. [17] reduced data movement during transformer model training
by identifying operator dependency in compute-dataflow. Additionally, they proposed a memory
efficiency metric, MUE, to quantify data movement performance instead of FLOPS.
On the other hand, parallelization and partitioning allow a larger transformer model to fit in

a limited GPU memory during training. [41] conducted a comprehensive pipeline parallelism
comparison and proposes a general automating graph partitioning, and [47] partitioned matrix
multiplication in transformer layers to accommodate a larger size of activationmemory and employs
𝛼-𝛽 network modeling for collective communication calls similar to the analysis in nccl-tests [4].
[31], on the other hand, focused on characterizing the GEMM operators in BERTmodels. In addition,
multiple works [15, 20, 24, 32] provided guidelines on designing transformer model architecture
and the data efficiency during training. However, most prior works focus primarily on analyzing
FLOPS, which may not be representative of the end-to-end training time in a bandwidth-limited
system. Therefore, the scaling law need to be adjusted to include bandwidth, and the resulting
model scaling can be a shift from the existing compute-optimal scaling. We believe that taking into
account both the computation and communication costs can make the scaling law more practical.

Transformer Model Training Optimization. The ZeRO optimization was first proposed and
implemented in DeepSpeed [33, 36]. It was further integrated into PyTorch FSDP [49]. Subsequent
DeepSpeed optimizations focused on memory offloading to CPUs or NVMe disks [34, 37]. Moreover,
extensive research has been conducted on quantization for both training and inference to reduce
memory consumption in previous works [44, 46, 48]. These prior works primarily concentrated on
memory reduction and offloading for large models and were evaluated on high-end DGX servers.
On the other hand, Megatron-LM [23, 27, 39] integrated 3D parallelism, including data, tensor,

and pipeline parallelism implementations. Megatron-DeepSpeed [3] further integrated ZeRO opti-
mization with various model parallelism schemes within the Megatron-LM framework. Additionally,
efficient 3D parallelism implementations parallel to Megatron-DeepSpeed are provided in [40, 43].
Meanwhile, deep learning compilers offer a systematic way to optimize transformer model

computations. Many prior works [50, 51] on auto parallelism provided sharding schemes that
balance compute and communication cost, but they primarily do not involve other optimizations
such as ZeRO optimization. Additionally, several other works [2, 10, 18] concentrated on enhancing
the performance of the NCCL communication library in terms of pipeline efficiency through
compiler techniques.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a thorough characterization and analysis of large transformer model training
at scale. Our evaluation reveals that communication, on average, consumes 80% of the time during
training on Polaris, and a lower bandwidth system deteriorates the communication time up to 22%
compared to DGX systems. Furthermore, our bottom-up analysis, considering model configurations,
network bandwidth, multi-core scaling and compute overheads, yields precise end-to-end training
time estimations of MSE 2.0% across diverse model sizes and system architectures. While data
parallelism is currently the prevalent strategy for large-scale transformer model training, we delve
into the synergy between data parallelism and model parallelism by delineating the distinct roles
of various communication calls, leading to training scaling under different network bandwidths.
Driven by the ever-growing size of large transformer models, the future supercomputing landscape
continues to evolve, and, more importantly, our study serves as a clarion call to characterize the
often overlooked, yet pivotal role of network bandwidth during large-scale training. Through our
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thorough characterization and analysis, the interplay between compute and communication during
large-scale training is positioned to be foundational in driving efficient, scalable and performant
system design, in an era revolutionized by ever-increasing model complexities.
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